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1 Research Motivations and Goals

Efficient and realistic animation of natural phenomena as liquid
flow is still a challenging research topic among Computer Graphics
and Computational Physics. Since human observer is well trained
in observing physical motion traditional forward and inverse ani-
mation techniques provide in case of modeling accurate liquid flow
only limited features. The solution dwells in physically based sim-
ulation of fluid flow using Navier-Stokes governing equations of
hydrodynamics. From the computer graphics point of view bare nu-
merical solution of these differential equations is not sufficient. Im-
portant aspect of realistic animation is a plausible geometric recon-
struction of interface between multiple immiscible fluids, modeling
miscible effects, erosion and sedimentation of dissolved material
and rendering of small scale details as sprays and foam. Significant
factor is the computational complexity of numerical solutions. In
this thesis we have thus focused on afore mentioned aspects, which
are inevitable for computer graphics.

Main goals of our research as stated in our project of dissertation
(2008) and respective results can be summarized as follows.

• Present efficient neighbor search algorithm for particles
We have successfully developed and published our efficient
neighbor search technique Cell Sorting based on sorting of
spatial indices, which can outperforms widely adopted spa-
tial hashing. Next we have exploit spatial-temporal coherence
of fluid motion and provide a novel method Coherent Sort to
speed up index sorting. See Section 2 for more details.

• Propose particle-based surface reconstruction for multi-
ple immiscible liquids A new density normalized distance
based approach has been proposed and published to improved
previous reconstruction methods to better handle uneven dis-
tributions of particles. Ghost regions presented in method
[Zhu and Bridson 2005] were diminished without the need
of eigen value analysis. See Section 3 for more details. High
quality refined surface reconstruction was achieved by using
our novel spline based particle upsampling scheme. Addi-
tional speedup was gained by limiting the upsampling only to
particles near surface. Novel smooth and non-oscillatory sur-
face particle extraction has been successfully demonstrated.
See Section 4 for more details. Interface between multiple
immiscible fluids was achieved by zero level set reconstruc-
tion of our composite implicit function. A novel chromatic
contouring of tetrahedral mesh was proposed to generate in-
terface geometry. See Section 5 for more details.

• Model fluid mixtures and miscible particle-based fluids
Mixtures of multiple miscible fluids were achieved using our
concentration based strategy. Amount of each fluid dissolved
within volume of one particle is represented by concentra-
tion fractions. Mixing is achieved by SPH approximation of
Laplacian based diffusion. See Section 7 for more details.

• Model erosion and sedimentation using particle-based flu-
ids Sedimentation was successfully modeled by adding direc-
tional advection of dissolved material along the settling veloc-
ity. A consistent SPH discretization handling maximal satu-
ration of sediment has been proposed. See Section 7 for more
details.

• Provide fast pressure calculation for nearly incompress-
ible fluids Efficient pressure calculation is currently our on-
going research. However we have successfully developed and
publish generation of small scale details as sprays and foam
within SPH simulation framework. See Section 6 for more
details.

• Design and implement reusable fluid simulation frame-
work All our demonstrations were executed within our
PCISPH simulation framework. Rendering was done using
our custom tailored implicit function volume ray tracer. Both
applications were implemented in C++ targeting Intel x86
platform.

Beside our main research we have proposed and published a de-
sign of modular architecture suitable for developing and prototyp-
ing component based rendering pipeline. In cooperation with Abyss
Studios ltd. we have developed a custom tailer physics and anima-
tions system for the upcoming online game Tunnelers.

2 Coherent Neighbor Search

In this section we present results of our research focused on search-
ing neighbor particles efficiently in linear time. We describe a novel
algorithm Cell Sorting based on sorting upon spatial cell indices
and show results how it outperforms well-known spatial hashing.
For more details, see the original work published in [Onderik and
Ďurikovič 2008].

Second part of this chapter is dedicated to another improvement
of any neighbor search which uses sorting of spatial indices. We
have exploited the spatial-temporal coherence of physical motion
of fluid and provide a novel algorithm Coherent Sort to speed up
index sorting in average simulation scenario. For more details, see
the original work published in [Onderik et al. 2011].

In Lagrangian particle-base simulation physical quantities are sam-
pled on particle locations. The interaction among particles is only
local, within a specified threshold distance. It is thus essential to
quickly find for each particle the set of close neighbor particles. It
becomes usually a bottleneck of the overall animation.

Figure 1: Memory and spatial locality of particles. Red (white) particles lie at the
beginning (end) of the particle list. Left: Particles are initialized in memory and spatial
locality. Middle: Without index sorting particles loose their spatial locality during the
simulation. Right: Memory and spatial locality is maintained due to regular sorting of
particles upon the spatial index.

2.1 Cell Sorting

Assuming all particles lie within AABB defined with minimal
(x0,y0,z0) and maximal (x1,y1,z1) corner, we define cell and in-
dex of given particle p as

cell(p,h) =
(⌊ x−x0

h
⌋
,
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h

⌋
,
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h
⌋)

index(cell(p,h)) = index(i, j,k,h) = i+ I j+ IJk
(1)
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⌋
are properly chosen dimensions

of virtual grid in x and y axis. We set I = J = 210 and thus can store



the 30-bit cell index index(i, j,k) = i+210 j+220k in single 32-bit
integer.

Next, we sort particles along this spatial spatial index using linear
time radix sort and traverse them to report close neighbors. We
explain the traversal in 1D first.

Since particles are already sorted in cell index order, all parti-
cles p belonging to a common cell (i) have the same cell in-
dex q = index(i) and thus form a continuous sublist P(i) =
(pa,pa+1, · · · ,pb) with the first-particle denoted as p(i) = pa,
where a≤ b are appropriate indices in the sorted particle list. Since
close neighbor particles can lie only in (i−1), (i−1) or (i+1) we
need to scan only particles in sublists P(i− 1), P(i) and P(i+ 1).
Since we process particles in sorted order we can find and update
first-particles p(i−1), p(i) and p(i+1) easily when we move form
cell (i) to (i+1).

Using proposed cell index this principle can be extended to higher
dimensions similarly. Formally, we store 9 (2D) or 27 (3D) actual
first-particles in variables pc(s, t,u) := p(is, jt ,ku) for each non-
empty neighbor cell (is, jt ,ku), where s, t,u ∈ {−1,0,+1}. Dur-
ing traversal we update first-particles (and report neighbors) until
index(is, jt ,ku) > index(i+ s, j + t,k + u). Cell (is, jt ,ku) is pro-
cessed only when (is, jt ,ku) = (i+ s, j+ t,k+u).

In: referential particle p, set of current first-particles pc,
support length h, reporting switch δ

Out: updated set of current first-particles pc

function REPORTNEIGHBORS(p,pc,h,δ ) : pc
1: (i, j,k)← cell(p,h)
2: foreach s, t,u in {−1,0,+1} do
3: p′← pc(s, t,u)
4: q← index(i+ s, j+ t,k+u)
5: while index(cell(p′,h))≤ q−δ do
6: if (δ = 0 ∧ ‖p−p′‖ ≤ h) then
7: REPORTPAIR(p,p′)
8: end
9: p′← NEXTPARTICLE(p′)

10: end
11: pc(s, t,u)← p′

12: end
end

Algorithm 1: ReportNeighbors computes close neighbors
for the referential particle p. Parameter δ is responsible for
reporting pairs (δ = 0) or initializing first-particles (δ = 1)

Given particle p being in cell (i, j,k), we assume that
all pc(s, t,u) | s, t,u ∈ {−1,0,+1} are correctly initial-
ized with first-particles (pc(s, t,u) := p(is, jt ,ku). Function
REPORTNEIGHBORS(p,pc,h,δ ) reports all pairs of close particles
(p,p′) whose distance is within the support h. As shown in algo-
rithm 1 we enumerate all particles within sublists P(is, jt ,ku). This
is achieved by condition on line (5). Function NEXTPARTICLE(p′)
returns next particle in the sorted particle list.

Function REPORTALLNEIGHBORS(h) will report desired pairs by
first blindly initializing all 27 first-particles pc(s, t,u) to the very
first particle in the sorted list of particles. Next calling REPORT-
NEIGHBORS(p,pc,h,1) ensures that all first-particles will be prop-
erly set for the first referential particle. Finally we enumerate all

In: support length h

function REPORTALLNEIGHBORS(h)
1: SORTPARTICLES()
2: p← SortedParticles[0]
3: foreach s, t,u in {−1,0,+1} do pc(s, t,u)← p
4: REPORTNEIGHBORS(p,pc,h,1) /* init */

5: foreach p in SortedParticles do
6: REPORTNEIGHBORS(p,pc,h,0)
7: end

end

Algorithm 2: ReportAllNeighbors finds all pairs of close
particles. By setting (δ = 1) ReportNeighbors only initial-
izes first-particles.

particles in the sorted order and report their close neighbors by iter-
atively calling REPORTNEIGHBORS(p,pc,h,0) which updates set
of first particles pc.

Since cell sorting compared to the spatial hashing performed better
for more splashy scenes than in resting scenes, we conducted the
following more geometrically based testing. We discovered that
one of the major factors affecting efficiency of both cell sorting and
spatial hashing is the average number of neighbor particles per one
particle. We therefore sampled randomly 120k particles in a box
with varying size, thus controlling the average number of neighbor
particles.

Figure 2: Comparison of execution times of cell sorting (CellGrid) and spatial
hashing (HashGrid). CellGrid is faster up to around 230 neighbors per particle. In case
of fluid simulation, where neighbor count ranges from 0 to 30, measured speedup of
CellGrid w.r.t. HashGrid is 2.2× - 3.2×.

As shown in Figure 2 ranging from 2 to 300 neighbors per particle
cell sorting (CellGrid) performed better than spatial hashing (Hash-
Grid) up to around 230 neighbors per particle. Since in average
fluid simulation number of neighbor particles is usually from 0 to
30 we claim a 2.2× - 3.2× speedup of cell sorting w.r.t. spatial
hashing. For particles in bulk regions about 2.5× speedup was re-
ported. Both compared techniques scales linearly with the number
of neighbors. This was confirmed during all 4k - 512k dam break
simulations.

2.2 Coherent Sort

Assuming spatial and temporal coherence of the fluid motion we
can do a simple observation of the spatial grid data structure up-
date. During each simulation step particles change their location



very subtly. Majority of them retain their spatial index unchanged
from frame to frame. Specifically, in highly dynamic scenes only
about 10% of all particles change their spatial index (i.e. leave one
cell and enter another). In more resting scenes about 3% of parti-
cles change their cell. Excluding these 3%-5% of particles, indices
of the resting 90%-97% particles will retain in a sorted order after
the simulation step, see Figure 3.

Figure 3: Indices of white (blue) particles were changed (unchanged). Left: A
resting scene where only 0.5% of indices changed. Middle: An average scene where
2.2% of indices changed. Right: A turbulent scene where 7.6% of indices changed.

We propose to sort particles with the following 3-step coherent sort

1. Split: Split particles into a sorted and an unsorted group.

2. Sort: Sort the (smaller) unsorted group using e.g. radix sort.

3. Merge: Merge both sorted groups into final particle list.

Starting with particles sorted in previous step (stored in list
Particles), function COHERENTSORT(h) first evaluates new spa-
tial index for each particle and compare it with the old one1. Upon
this condition we store each particle either into the SortedGrp or
UnsortedGrp. In the next step the UnsortedGrp is sorted using
radix sort.

We measured efficiency of the coherent particle sorting by execut-
ing several dam break simulations with various number of particles
(10k to 500k). Each test has been performed multiple times with
different restrictions on the density fluctuation (1% to 10%). Nei-
ther of these parameters significantly affected the execution time of
the particle sorting. Since coherent sorting splits particles into a
sorted and an unsorted group based on the index change, we have
measured the performance with respect to the new index ratio (the
quocient of particle count with new index w.r.t. the total number of
particles), see Figure 4.

Figure 4: Comparison of execution time (y-axis in ms) of non-coherent and co-
herent version of particle sorting. Unlike using insert sort, the coherent version of
radix sort did not show significant slow down due to the increasing index change ratio,
providing stable 1.3x to 1.5x speed up with respect to the full sorting.

As expected non-coherent radix sort is independent of index
change. Coherent search using insert sort for a small unsorted

1old index is stored in our actual implementation as meta-data of particle

In: referential particle p, set of current first-particles pc,
support length h

function COHERENTSORT(h)
1: SortedParticles← SortedGrp← UnsortedGrp← /0
2: foreach p in Particles do /* Split */

3: if (OLDINDEX(p) = index(cell(p,h))) then
PUSH(SortedGrp,p)

4: else PUSH(UnsortedGrp,p)
5: end
6: SORTPARTICLES(UnsortedGrp) /* Sort */

7: p1← POP(SortedGrp)
8: p2← POP(UnsortedGrp)
9: while (SortedGrp 6= /0 ∧ UnsortedGrp 6= /0) do

/* Merge */

10: if ( index(cell(p1,h))< index(cell(p2,h))) then
11: PUSH(SortedParticles, p1)
12: p1← POP(SortedGrp)
13: else
14: PUSH(SortedParticles, p2)
15: p2← POP(UnsortedGrp)
16: end
17: end
end

Algorithm 3: Proposed 3-step (split-sort-merge) coherent
neighbor search. The efficiency of the algorithm depends
on the size of unsorted group, since it must be sorted using
regular sort (line 6), e.g. radix sort.

group slows down with the increase of index change ratio signif-
icantly. Coherent version of radix sort gave us the best results with
only a subtle reaction to the index change achieving a 1.3× to 1.5×
speedup.

3 Improved Surface Reconstruction

Compact and smooth surface is essential to obtain visually plausi-
ble results of simulated liquids. We have improved the surface re-
construction techniques [Zhu and Bridson 2005; Solenthaler et al.
2007a] to better handle uneven distributions of particles. Novel ap-
proach to reduce artifacts within isolated particles, without the need
of eigen value analysis has been proposed. For more details, see the
original work published in [Onderik et al. 2011].

Figure 5: Left: Thick and bloby approach by [Müller et al. 2003]. Red circles
depicts bloby parts. Middle: Distance based method of [Zhu and Bridson 2005]. Red
circles depicts ghost regions. Right: Our density normalized method. Both thick and
ghost regions are removed (green circles), making thin shells more compact.



Similarly to [Solenthaler et al. 2007a] we reduce ”ghost” artifacts of
method [Zhu and Bridson 2005] by modulating the surface distance
R with a decay function f (p)

φ(p) = ‖p−C(p)‖−R f (p). (2)

The center function C(p) is a weighted SPH approximation of
neighbor positions normalized with iso-density w

C(p) =
∑ j

1
w j

W (‖p−p j‖,h)p j

∑ j
1

w j
W (‖p−p j‖,h)

. (3)

The iso-density w j of j-th particle is calculated using SPH Approx-
imation of unit mass of neighboring particles

wi = ∑
j

W (‖pi−p j‖,h), W (r,h) =
(

1− r2

h2

)3

, (4)

where W (r,h) is a polynomial smoothing kernel function. Distance
decay function f (p) is a factor that controls how close/far is the
iso-surface from particles and is defined as a composition of center
function C(c), normalized iso-density w(c) and transfer function
g(w)

f (p) = g(w(C(p))) ∈ R

w(c) = ∑
j

1
w j

W (‖c−p j‖,h) ∈ R

g(w) =

(
1− (w−wmax)

2

(wmax−wmin)
2

)2

∈ R

(5)

Applying iso-density normalization to center function and density
based modulation of surface distance provides us with a smooth and
solid definition of implicit surface reducing ”ghost” artifacts even
within irregular particles distributions.

We have compared our density normalized distance based approach
[Onderik et al. 2011] with widely adopted surface reconstruction
methods [Müller et al. 2003; Zhu and Bridson 2005] for particle
based fluids. Both excessive blobyness of [Müller et al. 2003] and
ghost regions of [Zhu and Bridson 2005] were successfully dimin-
ished. Moreover due to density normalization regions with irregular
particle distribution are more smooth and compact. To present ben-
efits of our approach we have set up several test case simulations
with varying parameters.

In the first scene a classical dam break simulation of varying do-
main size (4k - 512k of particles) is tested. Surface is reconstructed
at level set 0.8 (80% of iso particle radius) with all three exam-
ined methods and ray traced with reflected, refracted and shadow
rays, see Figure 6 For the modulation function we set wmin = 0.0
and wmax = 1.1. Results of all three methods mainly depends on
smoothing kernel support (iso-radius). In terms of blobyness, com-
pactness and volume of fluid, best results were achieved when set-
ting iso-radius to 1.8× of SPH support radius. With respect to the
particle count, simulation time varied from 0.007s to 1.978s per
frame and rendering of our iso surface took 226s-1977s per frame.

For the second scene we have set up a vertical jet with a upward
stream forming a fountain, see Figure 6. Radius of the inflow pipe
was set to R = 4d0 and the liquid was injected upward with velocity
2.1m/s. Again higher viscosity µ = 0.3Ns/m2 and zero surface ten-
sion was used. Animation was performed up to 0.5s and about 10k
particles were injected. Simulation of one time step took 0.018s in
average, ray tracing of our reconstruction method was done in 128s
being about 1.7× slower then the approach [Müller et al. 2003].

Figure 6: Comparison of surface reconstruction using methods [Müller et al. 2003;
Zhu and Bridson 2005; Onderik et al. 2011] in the dam break and fountain test scene.

4 Surface Refinement with Upsampling

Visual quality of fluid surface can be made event better by surface
particle refinement. We devise a solid and robust strategy to extract
particles near surface overcoming particle clustering problems of
[Zhang et al. 2008]. Simple and efficient spline based interpolation
scheme is proposed to generate new surface particles without the
need of explicit surface geometry construction.

Figure 7: Comparison of surface reconstruction in a splashing scenario without
(left) and with (middle) refinement. Notice filled regions (right) using refinement. Iso-
radius was set to r = 1.7h. Reconstruction was done using our distance based approach
[Onderik et al. 2011].

Within the MLS based techniques [Levin 2003; Pauly et al. 2006]
upsampling has been successfully applied [Alexa et al. 2003].
These methods provide high quality results, however they are con-
siderably computationally more expensive and designed for static
data sets only. Real-time performance for static uniformly sampled
data has been achieved in [Guennebaud et al. 2005] using Bézier tri-
angle interpolation. Upsampled points suffer however from uneven
distribution. Recently [Solenthaler et al. 2007b] presented an effi-
cient upsampling scheme for dynamic particles based on spherical
interpolation.

4.1 Extracting Particles near Surface

Our first method is similar to the approach proposed in [Goswami
et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2008], where a distance between a given
particle and a local center of mass of its neighbors is examined.
Once the center of mass is too far (exceeds given threshold) from
the respective particle, we mark it as a surface particle.

Such strategy does not account well with irregular distributions of
particles. First improvement is to use a density normalization sim-



ilar as in surface reconstruction. Even after such modification this
marking process is discrete and suffers from mark/unmark oscilla-
tions. When a particle enters or leaves the neighborhood of another
particle, center of mass is changed discontinuously. We solve this
problem by further weighting the contribution of neighbor particles
using a specialized polynomial weighting function

di = pi−
∑ j

1
w j

W (‖pi−p j‖)p j

∑ j
1

w j
W (‖pi−p j‖)

, (6)

where w j is iso-density of j-th particle. Particle contribution is con-
trolled by the smooth kernel function W (r)

W (r) =

(
1− (r− rmin)

2

(rmax− rmin)
2

)2

(7)

with minimal rmin and maximal rmax interaction radius. How-
ever finding appropriate rmin and rmax can be sometimes difficult.
Therefore we propose another method giving similar plausible and
even more stable results with less parameter tweaking.

Key idea of our second method is to measure difference between
some (interior or exterior) point and its center point. First we cal-
culate displacement between each particle pi and its center point
C(pi). Since center point is actually a weighted and iso-density
normalized local center of mass, this difference vector points out-
side of the fluid (for near surface particles). Next we virtually shift
particles along these displacements into their new positions ri and
sample the final displacement di between new positions ri and re-
spective center points C(ri). Formally this can be summarized as

di = ri−C(ri) where ri = pi +(pi−C(pi)) (8)

Now displacements of particles change smoothly, however we still
have to mark particles as surface and non-surface what is inherently
a discrete operation. Simple thresholding on displacement length
causes additional oscillation. To prevent this ”popping” we use the
following approach with two thresholds dmin and dmax.

At time t we mark i-th particle as a surface particle (Si(t) = {1, t})
when it was a non-surface particle at last time step (Si(t −∆t) =
{0, t0}) and its displacement di is larger as a decayed value of
threshold dmax. Conversely a particle becomes non-surface if it was
a surface particle in the last step and now its displacement exceeds
the increasing value of threshold dmin. Formally we define Si(t) at
time t as

Si(t) =

 {1, t} Si(t−∆t) = {0, t0} ∧ di > Dmin
i

{0, t} Si(t−∆t) = {1, t0} ∧ di < Dmax
i

Si(t−∆t) otherwise,
(9)

where Dmin
i = max(dmax−λ∆d(t− t0),d) and Dmax

i =
min(dmin +λ∆d(t− t0),d) are actual decaying thresholds,
di = ‖di‖ is the length of displacement, d = 1

2 (dmin + dmax) is
the average of given thresholds, ∆d = 1

2 (dmax − dmin) is half
difference of thresholds and λ is a user defined threshold decay
speed controlling how ”difficult” it is for a particle to change from
being surface to non-surface and vice versa.

As shown in Figure 8 (left) surface particles detection using our
improved displacement criterions still fails for isolated particles.
Since these particles usually occur within splashes and sprays, sim-
ilar strategy to splash generation (see Section 6) can be used to
prevent this problem. We similarly define a density decay δi and

Figure 8: Final surface particle extraction method (right) due to displacement
length (left) and density decay (middle) criterions. Yellow (blue) particles are marked
as surface (interior) particles. Red (green) circles show wrongly (correctly) classified
particles.

combine it with the displacement length ‖di‖ to get final detection
criterion. Formally we redefine variable di from Equation 9 as

di =
γ

h
‖di‖+δi, δi = β

(
α− ρi

ρ0

)
, (10)

where the α ,β and γ are user defined parameters. Similarly to
density probability for splashing α is a critical density ratio and
β is density decay factor which together control how strongly the
change in density affects the particle marking process. To properly
balance contribution of density decay and displacement we scale
displacement with by the displacement factor γ .

4.2 Spline based Upsampling of Surface Particles

Once we extract surface particles their refinement process is based
on the following upsampling scheme.

np

P0=p P3=q

P1 P2

nq

b
tp tq

a

c

Figure 9: Left: Our spline based interpolation scheme for two close particles.
Middle: Welding update of two newly created middle particles which are too close
to each other. Right: Middle particles created too close to original fluid particles are
removed.

For each particle p and its neighbor particle q we create a new par-
ticle c. his middle particle lies in the center of a cubic Bézier curve
B3(t) spanned between p and q, see Figure 9 (left). Formally the
middle point c is defined as

c =
1
8

P0 +
3
8

P1 +
3
8

P2 +
1
8

P3 = B3
(

1
2

)
, (11)

where the cubic curve is described by its four control points P0,
P1, P2 and P3. The starting and ending control points are equal to
positions of particles and the middle control points lie along local
tangents. Formally control points are defined as

P0 = p, P1 = p+β‖p−q‖ tp
‖tp‖ ,

P2 = q+β‖p−q‖ tq
‖tq‖ , P3 = q.

(12)

The user defined smoothing factor β controls how flat should be
the resulting surface near particles. Tangent vectors tp and tq de-
scribe local direction (derivative) of the curve at particles p and q.



Therefore they must be perpendicular to local normal np and nq at
particle p and q respectively. Formally tp and tq are defined as

tp = np× (a×b), a = q−p,
tq = (a×b)×nq, b = 0.5(np +nq),

(13)

where a is distance vector between particles and b is an average of
local normals. As shown in Equation 13 tangents lie in the plane
defined by a and b (having normal a×b) and are perpendicular to
local normals as desired.

Next we describe how to evaluate local normals np and nq at par-
ticles. Similarly to our second surface particle extraction method,
for a given particle p we define its estimated surface normal np as

np =
dp

‖dp‖
, dp = rp−C(rp), rp = p+(p−C(p)) .

(14)

First we generate for each fluid particle one refinement particle at
the same location. Next, when we are creating new middle particle
we first check if there is any particle closer than a given welding
distance. If we find a fluid particle being too close, we remove
the generated middle particle. Otherwise if there are two middle
particles c1 and c2 too close to each other we weld them into a
new middle particle c = 1

2 (c1 + c2) by averaging their positions,
see Figure 9. This newly welded particle is then checked against
the welding criterion again. This process is iterated until there is no
particle too close to the examined particle.

Figure 10: Left: Surface (interior) fluid particles depicted with yellow (blue).
Middle: Both fluid and refinement particles. Right: Refinement particles only.

For point splatting applications usually a finer refinement is needed.
Our upsampling scheme can iterated more times. Fluid particles
and interpolation particles become together base particles for next
iteration.

Both displacement computation methods has been examined. Best
trade-off between compactness, blobyness and smoothness of the
refined surface using first method was achieved by setting rmin =
1.2h and rmax = 1.9h. Second method provides similar results
when setting iso-radius to r = 1.7h. Isolated particles were de-
tected with proposed density decay by setting critical density ratio
to α = 0.95 and density decay factor to β = 2. Marking process was
controlled by the combination of density decay with displacement
by setting displacement factor to γ = 0.01. Oscillations were dimin-
ished by using decayed threshold with decay speed set to λ = 100.

Significant impact on the quality of upsampled particles has the re-
finement radius. Upon our experiments, setting refinement radius
equal to the SPH support distance (r = h) results into a thin but still
bloby surface. Best results in terms of trade-off between bloby-
ness and structure detail were achieved by using refinement radius
r = 1.8h. This generates more close neighbors for each surface
particle, making a large number of irregularly sampled refinement
particles. Therefore welding of close refinement particles has to be
applied. Best results in terms of particle count and regular sampling
were achieved with weld radius set to hw = 0.2h. Middle particles
have been generated with smoothing factor set to beta = 0.4.

Figure 11: Comparison of surface reconstruction using methods [Onderik et al.
2011] with and without refinement in the fountain, glass and splash scene.

5 Interface Reconstruction of Many Fluids

Rendering multiple immiscible fluids remains still partly unre-
solved problem. In this problematics we contribute twofold. First,
we describe a novel composite implicit function, whose zero level
set is suitable for representing interfaces of multiple interacting liq-
uids. Our technique is robust and applies to almost any kind of sin-
gle fluid implicit surface representation. Next, we propose a new
method for generating polygonal mesh from the composite implicit
function. Our technique constructs tetrahedral mesh from parti-
cles near interfaces and perform chromatic contouring to create the
interface geometry. This overcomes several problems of standard
Marching Cubes algorithm and naturally handles more fluids.

Figure 12: Demonstration of interface reconstruction between 14 liquids with
different materials.

5.1 Composite Iso Function for Multiple Interfaces

In previous approached (e.g. [Müller et al. 2004; Keiser et al.
2006]) implicit function of two fluid (or fluid and vacuum) inter-
face was represented with single iso function based on all particles
of both fluids. Particles of the first (second) fluid have positive (neg-
ative) values when evaluating the implicit function.

We propose a more general approach. Assuming we are simulating
K different immiscible fluids, we assign to each particle an identi-
fier of the fluid it belongs to. For k-th fluid we define its implicit sur-
face φk(p)= 0 using any of the previous methods (e.g. [Müller et al.
2003; Zhu and Bridson 2005; Solenthaler et al. 2007a; Adams et al.
2007]) with respect to particles of k-th fluid only. Such approach
successfully generates separate interface for each fluid, however
they can penetrate each other near common interface, moreover it
does not provide unique interface definition.
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Figure 13: 2D results our recurrent algorithm constructing zero level set of com-
posite iso-potential for 4 immiscible fluid. From left to right interface of 1,2,3 and 4
fluids is generated. Notice several sharp ”corners” caused by the absolute value used
in the implicit function definition.

We overcome these drawbacks by defining a composite implicit sur-
face ϕ(p) = 0 using an absolute value and the following recurrent
formulation

ϕ(p) = ϕK(p)
ϕk(p) = |ϕk−1(p)− max(0,φk(p))|,

(15)

where K is the number of different fluids and ϕ0(p) is zero by defi-
nition (ϕ0(p) := 0).

As shown in Figure 13 our composite iso-potential provides unique
zero level implicit surface definition for both free-surface and fluid
interfaces. Using absolute value in our composite iso-function
makes the resulting surface only piece-wise smooth and thus model
sharp ”edges” desired when modeling interfaces of multiple immis-
cible fluids. Notice if we set K = 2 our implicit surface provides
similar zero level set as in [Keiser et al. 2006].

In further processing (e.g. ray tracing) we usually need to evalu-
ate the interface normal and identify to which fluid the examined
point belongs to. Assuming gradient of absolute of some real func-
tion f (p) is ∇| f (p)|= f (p)

| f (p)|∇ f (p) = sgn( f (p))∇ f (p) the surface
normal of our composite implicit function ϕ(p) is defined as

∇ϕ(p) = ∇ϕK(p)

∇ϕk(p) = ∇|ϕk−1(p)− max(0,φk(p))|
= sgn(ϕk(p))

(
∇ϕk−1(p)− sgn(max(0,φk(p)))∇φk(p)

)
.

(16)

Assuming we have K fluids identified with numbers 1 · · ·K, we can
assign to any point p the identifier of fluid it belongs to using the
following classification function F(p)

F(p) = FK(p)

Fk(p) =

{
k 0 < ϕk(p)< φk(p)
Fk−1(p) otherwise

(17)

where points outside of any fluid are identified by F0(p) := 0.

5.2 Interface Mesh Construction with Chromatic
Contouring

Many applications still benefit from a generated mesh representa-
tion of liquid interface, which can be rendered interactively using
modern GPUs. Since we handle with actual geometry, any further
modeling, shading and post-processing effects can be applied be-
fore rendering. Focusing on many-phase fluids our mesh genera-
tion technique extends the chromatic tetrahedralization (of 2 fluids)
[Keiser et al. 2006] to any number of fluids.

First, we identify particles close to the interface. This is done by in-
vestigating all particles and classify them upon their neighbor par-
ticles. If all of them (do not) belong to common fluid we label
this particle as (interface) interior particle. Next we build a 3D De-
launay tetrahedralization (2D Delaunay triangulation) using these
interface particles, thus subdividing the simulation domain near the
interfaces adaptively. Finally we construct the polygonal mesh us-
ing our chromatic contouring.

5.2.1 Chromatic Contouring in 2D

Let us first explain the contouring scheme in 2D. After the Delau-
nay triangulation each of the created triangles belongs to one of the
three categories, see Figure 14

Category 3 Category 2-1 Category 1-1-1

E1 E2 E1 E2

E3

F

Figure 14: Three different categories of triangles generated by chromatic De-
launay triangulation and respective local interface geometry constructed by chromatic
contouring in 2D.

Category 3: All three particles belong to a common fluid. This
category is trivial. Since the whole triangle lies inside one common
fluid we can reject it from further calculations. No fluid interface is
created within this triangle.

Category 2-1: Exactly, two particles belong to a common fluid.
When two particles share common fluid and the last particle be-
longs to a different fluid, local interface will be a single line seg-
ment. As shown in Figure 14 (middle) for both bichromatic edges
we find intersection points E1 and E2 between triangle edge and
the zero level set of implicit function. This can be done either by
iterative bisection method or simply by negating implicit value of
one edge point (of triangle) and finding intersection of line formed
with two implicit function values (one positive, one negative) with
zero level. Having point E1 and E2 local interface is the segment
between them.

Category 1-1-1: All three particles belong to a different fluid. When
all three particles belong to three different fluids, local interface
mesh is constructed from three line segments as shown in Fig-
ure 14 (right). First we find intersection points E1, E2 and E3 along
bichromatic edges as mentioned earlier. Next we simply take the
geometric center of them (F = 1

3 (E1 +E2 +E3)) and form three
interface edges E1F, E2F and E3F.

5.2.2 Chromatic Contouring in 3D

In 3D chromatic Delaunay tetrahedralization creates tetrahedrons
of the following five categories, see Figure 15.

Category 4: All four particles belong to a common fluid. This cat-
egory is again trivial. Since the whole tetrahedron lies inside one
common fluid we can reject it from further calculations. No fluid
interface is created within this tetrahedron.

Category 3-1: Exactly, three particles belong to a common fluid.
When three particles share common fluid and the last one belongs
to a different fluid, resulting local interface geometry is a triangle.
As shown Figure 15 (Category 3-1) we first find the intersection
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Category 2-1-1

Category 2-2

Category 1-1-1-1

Category 4

Figure 15: Five different categories of tetrahedrons generated by chromatic De-
launay tetrahedralization and respective local interface geometry constructed by chro-
matic contouring in 3D.

points of three bichromatic edges and simply form the fluid inter-
face triangle between them.

Category 2-2: Each pair of particles shares a common fluid. In
this category two particles share one fluid and other two particles
belong to other fluid. As we can see in the Figure 15 (Category 2-2)
local geometry is formed by four intersection points on bichromatic
edges. By choosing any diagonal, the final mesh is thus represented
by two triangles.

Category 2-1-1: Only two particles have a common fluid. Here we
have two particles of one fluid and other two belonging to different
fluids each separately. In this case the tetrahedron contains 2 trian-
gle face of 2D contouring category 1-1-1. Therefore we follow the
same strategy as in 2D contouring. After finding intersection points
on all five bichromatic edges, we calculate two center points on
category 1-1-1 faces. Finally the local interface geometry is formed
by the 3-winked structure as shown in Figure 15 (Category 2-1-1).
Final mesh is thus represented by five triangles.

Category 1-1-1-1: All four particles belong to a different fluid. Fi-
nally, when all particles belong to a different fluid, the local in-
terface geometry become most complicated. The construction is
similar to previous cases. First, we find intersection points along all
six bichromatic edges. Next, all four faces of tetrahedron are split
using category 1-1-1 of 2D contouring giving us four F1,F2,F3,F4
center points connected to intersection points. In last step we calcu-
late the overall geometric center T = 1

4 (F1 +F2 +F3 +F4) which
is connected to face centers. Each intersection point with its two
neighbor face centers and the tetrahedron center T forms six quadri-
lateral ”winks” of the final interface structure (totally 12 triangles).

This strategy creates connected, possibly non-manifold triangular
mesh representation of all interfaces. When a manifold mesh for
an interface is desired we simply take the subset of triangles of the
composite interface which are incident to particles of the desired
fluid.

We have tested our composite iso surface using all three single
phase iso functions [Müller et al. 2003; Zhu and Bridson 2005;
Onderik et al. 2011] reconstructing level set at various thresholds.
Higher values provide more flat and less bloby results. However
reconstructing level set ϕ(p) = 0.8 (iso values are normalized to
[0,1]) with iso function proposed in [Müller et al. 2003] thin re-
gions of fluids near interfaces are discarded, resulting in unnatural
loss of volume of fluid. This is due to stronger decay of the kernel
function when evaluating color function. Using our density normal-
ized distance based approach [Onderik et al. 2011] this regions are
nicely preserved.

To convince the reader we have set up different scenes with up to 15
different liquids having various materials, see Figure 16. In the first
scene we test a splashing scenario where the interface between two
(or more) different fluids emerge during collision. In the second test
we first set up an aquarium filled with three vertical stripes of red,
green and blue liquids. Next we start a vertical vortex in the middle
of the aquarium to force mixing fluids. Interfaces start to form a
counter clock wise spiral following direction of the vortex. At the
end of the animation the green fluid (being in the center of the vor-
tex) correctly raises up covering red and green liquids. In the third
scene we provide inflow of one opaque liquid into transparent water
in a glass. In such scenario we can observe formation of larger in-
terface between two fluids. In the fourth scene interaction of more
opaque liquids poured into transparent water within a tank is pre-
sented. Since we mix colored liquids inside water, reconstructed
interfaces form very complex shapes.

Figure 16: Demonstration scenes of interface reconstruction between multiple
immiscible fluids with varying color and material properties.

6 Small Scale Details for SPH

We contribute in this section by presenting efficient animation of
small scale details within a SPH simulation framework. We have
developed a novel method for simulating large scenes as ocean
wave breaking or waterfalls with splashes and foams using only
a moderate number of fluid particles, thus allowing artists for rapid
prototyping of such computationally expensive scenarios. For more
details, see the original work published in [Onderik et al. 2011].

Figure 17: A wave breaking simulation enhanced with splash particles. This
scene consists only of 20k fluid particles and 14k splash particles. Left: SPH fluid
only. Middle: Splash Particles only. Right: SPH with splash particles.

Our simulation technique consist of bulk water modeled with regu-
lar fluid particles governed either by WCSPH [Müller et al. 2003]
or PCISPH [Solenthaler and Pajarola 2009] and uncoupled spray



particles which represent splashes or foam. During the SPH simu-
lation each fluids particle can become a source for emitting spray
particles based on the following observations.

A thin and isolated fluid volume is a subject for splashing mainly
due to a collision with some obstacle or when it is free-falling and
the air/wind friction causes it to split into drops. Candidate fluid
particles to become source for splash must therefore be isolated or
near surface moving with higher velocity.

Within the SPH framework this can be loosely expressed with den-
sity decay of isolated particles near the free surface. During com-
pression, when particles approach each other, their estimated den-
sity increases causing pressure forces to push them away. During
collisions with obstacles or splashing, these forces can be strong
enough to remove some surface particles from the bulk mass. While
they get isolated, density strongly decreases giving us a good crite-
rion for marking them as source emitters for spray particles. How-
ever, measuring derivative of density is not a good idea here since
relative change of density can be large due to pressure oscillations
inside fluid volume as well.

We propose a mechanism based on the concept of splashing prob-
ability (from 0 to 1). Suppose some fluid particle has a full (100%)
probability of splashing. We define the maximal emit rate as the
total number of splash particles the fluid particle can emit per sec-
ond. This allows us to calculate how many splash particles can be
maximaly emitted within one simulation step. Instead of emitting
all of them, we first proceed a stochastic test. For each splash par-
ticle we generate a uniform random number in range from 0 to 1
and emit the particle only if the random number is greater than the
current splashing probability of the fluid particle. This gives us a
consistent way to control the splash generation using only splashing
probability.

Figure 18: Composition of splashing probability. Yellow (blue) particles represent
larger (lower) probabilities. Green (red) circles spot regions with correctly (incorrectly)
evaluated high probability. Left: Density based splashing probability. Middle: Velocity
based splashing probability. Right: Final splashing probability composed from density
decay and velocity criterions.

To compute splashing probability we use a criterion based on den-
sity decay and velocity. For each fluid particle we first calculate its
density ratio ρi

ρ0
. If it is under a critical density ratio αd we say

the fluid particle has a nonzero splashing probability. Formally the
splashing probability of i-th particle based on density decay is

Pd
i = βd

(
αd −

ρi

ρ0

)
, (18)

where βd is splash density factor which controls how strong the
change in density affects the splashing probability. In compressed
regions where density increases Equation 18 can become negative
thus not satisfying definition of probability in pure mathematical
sense. However in such dense regions we do not want to generate
splash particles, therefore we can set final probability to zero. De-
pending on parameters αd and βd Equation 18 can become more
than one. Since we can not emit more than 100% clamp final prob-
ability to (0,1).

As shown in the Figure 18 (left) this approach greatly captures par-
ticles on the tip of the wave. However some particles on the resting
surface have low density as well, giving them falsely higher splash-
ing probability. This is, however, not desired since such particles
are slowly floating on the free surface without making any splashes.
We control this by constraining the splashing probability with the
velocity of the particle, see Figure 18 (middle). Modulation with
velocity length did not provide plausible results since we want to
completely cut off particles with slow motion. We define splashing
probability based purely on velocity as

Pv
i = βv (|vi|−αv) , (19)

where αv is a minimal splash velocity which serves as a threshold
and βv is the splash velocity factor which controls how much the
velocity changes the splashing probability.

Multiplication of Pd
i and Pv

i can give positive probability also when
both Pd

i and Pv
i are negative. This is the case of slow particles in-

side bulk fluid, which should not make any splashes. Therefore we
define the final splashing probability Pi of i-th particle as

Pi =

{
Pd

i ·Pv
i Pd

i > 0 ∧ Pv
i > 0

0 otherwise. (20)

Having evaluated final splashing probability for each fluid particle,
we can start emitting splash particles based on the stochastic test
described earlier. Each splash particle represent a detached fraction
of fluid particle volume, thus is initialized with the position and
velocity of its source particle. We use small perturbation to mimic
turbulent behavior. Since splash particles model small droplets, we
approximate their shape with a perfect sphere due to the surface
tension forces. This gives us expression of volume and mass for
each particle.

We simulate splash particles without coupling and influenced only
by gravity force fg and air drag force fd

dv
dt

= fg + fd , fg = mg, fd =
Cd

2
ρπr2u‖u‖, (21)

where g is gravity acceleration, Cd is dimension-less drag coeffi-
cient and u = vA−v is the relative velocity of splash particle to the
surrounding air. We use non-zero air velocity vA to model wind
drag. As mentioned in [Thürey et al. 2006] radius of rain drops
has been measured to be less than 4.5mm, otherwise they start to
break apart. Smaller rmin = 0.5mm (larger rmax = 4.5mm) droplets
have terminal velocity about umin = 2m/s (umax = 9m/s). Since
drag coefficient has various approximations in different regimes of
turbulence, we have adopted the linear fitting method proposed in
[Thürey et al. 2006] based on minimal umin and maximal umax ter-
minal velocities

Cd =
0.5‖u‖(1+ s)

sumin +(1− s)umax
, s =

rmax− r
rmax− rmin

, (22)

where r is radius of examined splash particle initialized randomly
during emitting.

To provide more chaotic behavior we assign each splash particle
only a short initial life time. In every simulation step this life time
is decremented by the delta time until it becomes negative, making
the particle dead, i.e. ready for another emission.

We have successfully demonstrated a large scale phenomena as
wave breaking and splashing of ocean using SPH and our splash-
ing technique. Only 20k fluid particles and about 15k splash parti-
cles were necessary to get plausible results. In real units the whole



ocean scene shown in Figure 19 is only about 0.6m wide and 0.7m
long. Cylindrical obstacle has radius 7d0 where d0 = 3

√
m0/ρ0 =

0.0058m is the rest distance of particles. Waves were generated
by artificially moving back side of simulation boundary along sine
wave with frequency 10hz and amplitude 14d0. First wave crash
occur at time 0.7s. Maximal emit rate of every fluid particle was set
to 700 splash particles per second. The probability of emission was
calculated with splashing density ratio was set to αd = 0.095 (95%
of rest density), splashing density factor was set to βd = 2. Velocity
based probability of emmision was controled by minimal splash-
ing velocity set to αv = 0.7m/s and splashing velocity factor set to
αv = 2. Splash particles are initialized with life time about 0.05s.
Radius of particles varies from rmin = 0.0006m to rmax = 0.0018m
having terminal velocities set from umin = 2m/s to umax = 9m/s.
Overall simulation was 2.1s long. Execution of one simulation step
took in average 100ms. Rendering one frame (without refraction)
took around 300s in average.

Figure 19: Side by side comparison of a wave breaking simulation with (top row)
or without (bottom row) slash particles. Scene contains 20k fluid particles and 14k
splash particles.

7 Mixtures of Particle based Fluids

In this section we contribute by proposing generalized strategy
for simulating multiple miscible fluids. We devise a concentra-
tion based approach evolved in time using Laplacian based dif-
fusion. Such technique can be easily implemented, is capable of
handling any number of fluids and can be applied to almost any
simulated property (quantity) of particles. Adding directional ad-
vection of concentrations enable us to model simplified deposition
of dissolved materials and thus can be used for modeling erosion
and sedimentation within particle based fluids.

Since material advection is implicitly handled within SPH tech-
nique, animation of multiple immiscible fluids can be approximated
by simulating many small particles with various material proper-
ties. Instead of mixing enormously large number of different small
particles to mimic mixtures, we can approximate particles within a
reasonable volume with one ”mixture” particle having the weighted
average of their material properties.

Inspired by particle based simulation of porous materials [Lenaerts
et al. 2008; Rungjiratananon et al. 2008] we use concentrations to
track the amount of each mixed fluid dissolved within the volume
of one mixture particle. Since each mixture particle represent small
finite volume of fluid the physical behavior depends on material
properties of all dissolved fluids in it. When modeling K different

Figure 20: Simulation of sedimentation using the particle based settling advection.
Initial scene consists of all particles having 50% concentration of dissolved material
(red). At the end of the animation bottom half of particles are saturated (100%), thus
the sedimentation stops.

miscible fluids, we assign to each mixture particle pi all K concen-
trations C1

i · · ·CK
i and model any miscible physical quantity Ai by

the following weighted average

Ai = ∑
k

Ck
i Ak

i , where ∑
k

Ck
i = 1, (23)

where all concentrations are in [0,1] and must sum up to 1 (ie.
100%). When modeling for example fluids with particles having
different weights, i-th mixture particle has weight mi = ∑k Ck

i mk.

Velocity driven advection of mixture particles however do not suffi-
ciently capture sub-scale features as Brownian motion of molecules
in liquids. As mentioned in many works [Stam 1999; Bao et al.
2010; Shin et al. 2010] this can be effectively approximated by
laplacian based diffusion. Similarly to salt diffusion presented by
Monaghan[Monaghan 2005] k-th concentration is diffused due to
mass conservation and Fick’s law of material diffusion as

dCk

dt = Dk

ρ
∇2Ck〈

dCk
i

dt

〉
= Dk

ρi
∑ j V j

(
Ck

j −Ck
i

)
∇2W (‖ri− r j‖,h)

(24)

where Dk is the coefficient of molecular diffusivity of k-th fluid. We
use here the poly6 kernel presented in [Müller et al. 2003].

Since eroded material is usually heavier than fluid, thus we increase
diffusion directly to the ground with the settling velocity w related
to the gravity and solid-fluid density difference

w =
9
2

r2
s

ρs−ρ f

µ
g f (C) (25)

where sediment grains are assumed to be spherical, µ is viscosity of
fluid, r2

s is radius of sediment grain, ρs is density of solid grain, ρ f
is density of fluid and C is the concentration of dissolved material.
Since sediment settles down slower with higher concentrations a
hindered settling function defined by Richardson-Zaki relation is
used

f (C) = 1−
(

C
Cmax

)e
(26)

where Cmax is the maximum allowed concentration of dissolved
sediment and exponent is usually 4 < e < 5.5 [Wojtan et al. 2007].
Since dissolved material is convected with the flow, total velocity
u = v+w of sediment is the combination of fluid velocity v and
the settling velocity w. By observing the Eulerian expression of
diffusion equation and total material derivative

∂C
∂ t

+u ·∇C =
∂C
∂ t

+(v+w) ·∇C =
D
ρ

∇
2C (27)

and total material derivative dC/dt = ∂C/∂ t + v ·∇C we get the
Lagrangian version of diffusion equation with explicit advection



along settling velocity [Monaghan 2005]

dC
dt

=−w ·∇C+
D
ρ

∇
2C (28)

where D is the molecular diffusivity. The sedimentation process on
the solid-fluid boundary is governed by settling velocity part of the
diffusion equation.

It is important to describe how to implement the advection term
(−w ·∇C) of diffusion equation along settling velocity w within
SPH. For i-th particle having settling velocity wi and concentration
Ci advection term is discretized as (similarly to [Krištof et al. 2009])

−wi ·∇Ci =−∑
j

 V jC jwi ·∇W (‖pi−p j‖) case1
ViCiwi ·∇W (‖pi−p j‖) case2
0 otherwise

(29)

where summation have the following two cases: case1 = (pi−p j) ·
wi ≥ 0 ∧ Ci <Cmax and case2 = (pi−p j) ·wi < 0 ∧ C j <Cmax.

In contrast to the discretization given in [Krištof et al. 2009] we
also model saturation on maximal allowed concentration Cmax. In
the first case ((pi−p j) ·wi ≥ 0 ∧ Ci <Cmax) i-th particle is below
j-th particle w.r.t. settling velocity w. This means that sediment will
be transported form j-th particle to i-th particle. In case i-th particle
is not saturated yet (Ci <Cmax) j-th particle must contribute within
SPH summation into advection term of i-th particle. Since mass
must be conserved, the concentration increase on i-particle must
result in equal concentration decrease on j-particle ( j-particle has
given material to i-th particle). This is perfectly the second case
(·wi < 0 ∧ C j <Cmax) when indices get reversed.

We have set up four testing simulations to demonstrate results of
mixing and sedimentation of miscible particle based fluids. All
scene were rendered using our volume ray tracing system by reg-
ular concentration sampling along ray. In the first simulation we
have set up a dam break test in a water tank 0.2m× 0.2m× 0.2m
with 33% concentrated red, green and blue miscible fluids, having
15k particles together. After the splash (t = 0.5s) we started in the
middle of the tank a vertical vortex by applying on each particle a
drag force perpendicular to the z-axis and particle distance vector
to vortex axis.

In the second scene we have experimented with different coeffi-
cients of diffusivity. Blue and orange liquids are poured into a flat
aquarium (40d0× 10d0× 40d0) half filled with transparent water.
As shown in Figure 21 (top,right) very low diffusivity D= 0.001 re-
sulted in a non-homogeneous mixture where purple color appeared
only on the interface between blue and orange particles. Conversely
using higher diffusivity D= 1 produced semitransparent and homo-
geneous purple colored liquid (bottom,right).

Next testing scenario handles sedimentations process of multiple
liquids. We set up an aquarium scene again, now filled with 50%
concentrated purple and green liquids (16k particles). Very low dif-
fusivity is used to prevent homogenous mixtures. Sedimentation is
however allowed. At the beginning of the simulation settling ve-
locity has magnitude 0.1m/s (we neglected hindered settling func-
tion) starting transposition of dissolved materials downwards. After
about 0.5s sedimentation gets to equilibrium by filling lower half of
the liquid with fully 100% saturated purle and green sediment. Up-
per half become pure transparent water without any sediment. Next,
four jets start to slowly (0.3m/s) inject downwards black liquid (6k
particles). First, we have decreased settling velocity to 0.001m/s to
cluster black material. Next, settling velocity was increased to to
0.3m/s to settles down black material.

Our last scene demonstrates separation of dissolved materials due
to higher and lower densities with respect to the liquid. We have set

up an aquarium half filled with transparent water (8k particles) and
inject with velocity 0.8m/s 6k particles with 50%/50% red/green
dissolved materials. Animation starts with equal densities of sedi-
ments and liquid. In t = 0.5s density of red (green) material is set
to half (double) of the liquid density ρ = 1000kg/m3 and settling
advection separates dissolved materials. After 1.5s injection stops
and separation gets to equilibrium. Next with decrease density of
green material to settle it down on top of the red sediment.

Figure 21: Several test simulations of diffusion and sedimentation of multiple
miscible particle based fluids.

8 Additional and Applied Research

In this section we present our additional research focusing on ren-
dering pipeline. We have proposed a design of modular architecture
suitable for prototyping and developing a component based render-
ing pipeline. For more details, see the original work published in
[Ágošton et al. 2007].

During our internship in Abyss Studios Ltd. we have developed
a custom tailored physics and animation engine for the upcoming
multiplayer online game Tunnelers. We provide here several inter-
esting details about the engine technology ranging from rigid body
simulation and collision detection to adaptive animation of particle
effects and distributed synchronization.

8.1 Design of Module-based Rendering Pipeline

In our application, we consider the module based architecture as
hierarchy of directed graphs called schemes with nodes being mod-
ules and oriented edges being connection links. Communication
along the graph can be synchronous (data oriented) or asynchronous
(query oriented) depending on the specific type of connection link.

We hierarchically and functionally organize modules into schemes.
Each scheme is defined by its input, output ports and the internal
network of several interconnected modules. Therefore schemes
comprise a reusable logical and functional subpart of the overall
architecture, see Figure 22

Modules are considered as atomic operations with hidden internal
implementation. They must be simple enough to accomplish ele-
mentary tasks as matrix and scalar operations. There must be also
sophisticated modules that provide complex high-level functional-
ity. So users can focus on solving tasks and prototyping, rather



Figure 22: Module-based Architecture Description. Basic elements of the pro-
posed module-based architecture can be categorized into: Input, Output port, Module,
Scheme module, Template Module, Data-flow link, Query link and Template link.

than wasting time while building systems from low-level, elemen-
tary components.

Therefore we define a module by specifying its operation (func-
tion) and necessary input and output ports similar to [Morrison
1994]. Ports serve as connections endpoints for the connection
links and define allowed/supported communication protocols (in-
terfaces). User interface should be able to show and hide ports if
necessary.

The overall communication is set along connection links. Each
link simply defines a connection between an output and input port
and thus represents an association between respective components.
Again, simple and complex scenarios require different types of con-
nection links. Therefore we define the following three basic cate-
gories.

Dataflow Connection Links transfer data streams from the output to
the input port, possibly implementing data compression, encryption
or similar operations.

Query Connection Links provides more complex, usually asyn-
chronous communication, where the ”client” module first queries
the ”server” module for allowed protocols and then requests any
necessary information using a supported protocol.

Template Links serves for quick parametrization and prototyping of
schemes. Instead of copying schemes and directly replacing mod-
ules inside them, we create only one ”template” scheme with ”tem-
plate” input ports. Connecting real module into ”template” ports
replaces the functionality of placeholder modules inside schemes.
Placeholder modules have have only defined communication inter-
face (input/output ports).

Figure 23: A schematic comparison of fixed and open rendering pipelines in a
complex rendering scenario. Left: Multiple passes of a fixed pipeline. Right: Single
modular scheme of a user-editable rendering pipeline.

Suppose we want to render a simple scene where the camera is
approaching a person watching a movie on a television. The closer
the camera is to the television the more details can we see. Using a
static rendering pipeline we can usually achieve this effect only by
rendering the movie first, save it to disk and then use it as a texture
in a second scene, containing the television, which is to be rendered
separately. The obvious problem is that we had to choose a fixed
resolution when rendering the movie.

However this is inefficient in our example scene, since at the be-
ginning the camera is far from the television and thus in the final

render the screen represents only a few pixels. On the other side, as
the camera approaches, the screen covers most of the space in the
rendered image. If we use only a low resolution for rendering the
movie, we will experience aliasing artifacts.

Imagine we could render the scene and the movie in the television
at once, using a single rendering pipeline, see Figure 23. In each
frame we could adaptively choose the resolution for rendering the
movie. Assuming ray-tracing algorithms the ”movie renderer” can
shoot rays only for pixels used in the final image, reducing the com-
putation cost while providing better quality.

Applying the proposed module based architecture to the rendering
pipeline can further decompose the monolithic kernels into inde-
pendent modules and significantly speed up prototyping of special
rendering and post-production effects. Further we can combine
modules from animation and rendering and construct a new ”ani-
mated” rendering pipeline.

The editable modular pipeline can prove itself to be useful in de-
veloping of perception based rendering [Debattista et al. 2005] or
relativistic rendering [Weiskopf et al. 2006], especially in an inter-
active form. There are various works on this topic [Wernert 1997;
Karpouzis and Kollias 1998] that state the advantages of a pipeline
centric learning process for students in basic graphics courses. Stu-
dents can inspect the effects of individual components and gain bet-
ter understanding of their particular roles in the rendering process.

Figure 24: Our implementation of user-editable image processing dataflow. We
suggest the visual programming paradigm for using in any rendering pipeline of any
complexity.

Main benefits of proposed module-based architecture are the new
connection types (queries and templates) that are more abstract than
commonly used dataflow and event links. We promoted rendering
to a first-class entity of the scene. This results into a new perspec-
tive on workflow and effective rendering of scenes that required
multi-pass approach.

8.2 Physics in Multiplayer Online Game Tunnelers

Tunnelers is an multiplayer online action shooter designed mainly
for causal gamers. Although it is not a remake, the key idea of
the gameplay is borrowed from the notorious DOS game Tunneler,
where players dig tunnels underground with their tanks to each
other and hunt them until they kill their enemy.

Since the corner feature of Tunnelers is the ability to dig tunnels in
the soil, physics engine must react, modify and synchronize terrain
data as well. Because the simulation is done on client machines
having possibly the minimal hardware configuration, engine must
be fast and scalable. Such architecture and constraints forced us to
develop custom and scalable physics and synchronization system.

The scalability is achieved by splitting the animation system into a
fixed frame synchronous physical simulation performed equally on



Figure 25: An in game scene of the combat in Tunnelers. All objects in the scene
instead of the terrain are dynamic rigid bodies.

all clients. Animation of special effects (e.g. aura...) and motion in-
terpolation of objects are simulated adaptively based on client spe-
cific rendering frame rate.

In the broad phase of collision detection we set up a coarse 2D reg-
ular grid spanned around the whole simulation domain. Since the
grid is 2D and coarse only, we can store it simply as a dense ma-
trix in the memory reducing spatial hashing, thus making the broad
detection as fast as possible. Each cell contains a list of objects in-
tersecting it. There are three essential methods modifying this grid
data structure, namely AddObject, UpdateObject and RemoveOb-
ject.

In the narrow phase of collision detection we use 3D Swept Sphere
Volumes (SSV) [Larsen et al. 2000] (i.e. spheres, capsules...) as
the collision geometry. These approach has very efficient overlap
test and transformation update. We have implemented the top-down
tandem traversal for hierarchical BVHs [Onderik 2006].

The highly dynamic nature of Tunnelers (a number of bullets flying
all over) forced us to implement an efficient pair management for
colliding objects. Since we use an incremental broad phase algo-
rithm, pair manager has two main operations, namely AddPair and
RemovePair.

Collisions with terrain are performed in 2D. In Tunnelers terrain is
defined with a customized height field bitmap. In each pixel we
store the terrain height and terrain type information. Both are later
used for collision detection and response. Each dynamic object in
the scene contains a small set of terrain detectors (i.e. points in
local space, usually near the surface of object), where we sample
the terrain bitmap. When some detector reports terrain higher than
a minimal allowed height, collision has to be resolved either with
collision impulse (rock) or digging (soil) depending on the terrain
typed sampled.

All dynamic objects in Tunnelers which respond to collisions are
modeled as rigid bodies. We have implemented a standard rigid
body motion solver with impulse based collision resolution [On-
derik 2006]. Orientations are represented using quaternions and
inertias are automatically calculated from collision geometry prim-
itives using Parallel Axis Theorem for combined geometries. Since
stability and not accuracy was the main concern, a stabilized ex-
plicit Euler integration has been used with fixed time stepping. Sta-
bilization is achieved by velocity and acceleration clamping to a
maximal allowed value together with a maximal allowed time step.

Collision are resolved with a sequential impulse based approach
without any relaxation (only one iteration) to make it faster. Since
there are almost no stacked objects formed during the simulation
we did not find any problems with this simplified solution during

internal testing. Additional penetrations are solved with correction
impulses similar to [Guendelman et al. 2003], again using single
iteration of this post correction did not caused any visual defects.
Finally we use simple position correction for the resting object on
the ground plane. Such custom tailored solution fits perfectly the
conditions of this game making the physics simulation computa-
tionally inexpensive.

9 Summary

Efficient and realistic animation of natural phenomena as liquid mo-
tion is still a challenging research topic among Computer Graphics
and Computational Physics. In this thesis we provide several as-
pects of our research on animation of multiple particle based misci-
ble and immiscible fluids. Starting with a detailed introduction we
define key parts of the generic fluid animation problem and summa-
rize advantages and disadvantages of the Eulerian, Lagrangian and
procedural simulation strategies.

Beside the large amount of works done within the CFD commu-
nity we present an extensive State-of-The-Art-Report (STAR) on
current fluid animation methods within the CG community. In our
research we focus on mesh-less Lagrangian strategy Smoothed Par-
ticle Hydrodynamics (SPH). We thus state mathematical and phys-
ical foundations of the SPH fluid simulation method.

Searching for close neighbors is usually a bottleneck in the overall
SPH simulation. We have thus developed novel technique Cell Sort-
ing for neighbor search based on sorting of spatial cell indices. By
reducing cache misses our method outperforms well-known spatial
hashing. Next, we have exploited the spatial-temporal coherence
of physical motion of fluid and developed a new method Coherent
Sort to speed up any index sorting strategy in average simulation
scenario.

Accurate and visually plausible reconstruction of interfaces be-
tween multiple immiscible fluids is crucial for high quality anima-
tions. We contribute next by an improvement of previous surface re-
construction techniques to better handle uneven distributions of par-
ticles and reduce artifacts within isolated regions without the need
of eigen value analysis. We have achieved even better results by
applying our spline based surface refinement technique without the
need of explicit surface geometry construction. For efficiency we
propose a distance based extraction of particles near surface used in
the upsampling scheme. For multiple fluids we define a composite
implicit function, whose zero level set precisely reconstructs inter-
faces between many fluids. When explicit geometry of interfaces
is needed our chromatic contouring of tetrahedral mesh constructed
from particles provides better results than traditional lattice based
Marching Cubes.

We present an enhancement of SPH with small scale details as
splashes and foams. Density and velocity based criterions were
used to detect candidate fluid particles to become a source for emit-
ting uncoupled splash and foam particles. We further focus next on
modeling miscible particle based fluids using a concentration based
approach with Laplacian based diffusion. Modeling deposition of
dissolved materials was achieved by applying directional advection
of concentrations.

We end up this thesis by a brief description of our additional and
applied research. We propose a design of modular architecture
suitable for developing and prototyping component based render-
ing pipeline and describe a custom tailored physics and animation
engine for the upcoming multiplayer online game Tunnelers.
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